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INTENT OF PRESENTATION

•

•
•

•

Numerous organizations are developing and launching series of small satellites with
objective of providing fee for services products
• Selling data
Our focus here -- data sets intended for sale to the US Government (and private
sector) entities as input to operational forecasts and data continuity applications
Frequently these development organizations are
• Highly knowledgeable in engineering, and maybe launch services
• Inexperienced at understanding needs and expectations that forecasters and
modelers hold for data to be used in their applications
We identify user expectations concerning these data sets
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Small Sat – AIAA/USU Aug 5, 2017

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2550 Participants
800 Organizations
40 Countries
190 Commercial Exhibits
24 University Exhibits
60 Posters
Started in 1981
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Data Sets
•

•

OrbView2 (SeaWiFS) was generally perceived as a data buy for ocean color to the
NASA Goddard Ocean Biology Processing Group (OBPG)
• Goddard team worked closely with Orbital on sensor testing and development
and is responsible for data set processing for most Government science
applications
• Developing the relationships of trust and professional interactions was an
extensive process, over several years
Ocean Color Monitor (India Space Research Organization) was not a data buy but
needed large amounts of energy to get data ‘qualified’ for ocean color research
• Virtually all aspects of scientist to manager/engineer interactions present in
OrbView2 needed to be touched with OCM too
• These interactions are easier when participants may look one-another eye-to-eye
on regular basis

Functions most efficiently as quasi public-private partnership
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Areas Needing Attention

•
•
•
•
•

Measurement System
Test Equipment characterization
Characterization, Calibration, Verification procedures
Data Stability, Verification and Standards
Data Formats, Data Sequestration
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Measurement System

•
•
•

Seems this could be easy
But many systems have innovative designs that may be considered proprietary
Restrictions for US Companies
• Examples of potential impediments:
• NDA
• ITAR
• EAR99
• Staffing by “US Persons”
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Test Procedures, Test Equipment

•
•

Uniform needs across all applications do not apply
Most “intrusive” insights apply to most difficult measurements to obtain
• More important for Ocean Color (and maybe SST) applications
• Less restrictive may apply to imagery applications
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Data Stability, Verification and Standards

•
•
•

Also is application dependent
Many models allow for “tuning” of input data sets to meld consistently into forecasts
• Consequence is that stability may be more important than accuracy
Missions such as MiRaDa (NASA InVest program – MIT/LL, Bill Blackwell PI) more
robust design
• 3U Cubesat, piggy-back on JPSS 1 launch vehicle
• Incorporates measurement approach that provides self-consistency to verify
stability on orbit
• Uses occultation measurements with high stability requirements
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Mission Assurance

In an Aug. 6 presentation at the 31st Annual Conference on Small Satellites here,
Michael Johnson, chief technologist for the applied engineering and technology
directorate of NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center, warned that despite increasing
interest in cubesats and other smallsats at the agency to perform various missions, a lack
of assurance about their reliability would keep NASA from pursuing them for some
applications.
“Because we cannot quantify the mission confidence of cubesat subsystems, we can’t
use them for certain types of missions,”
His experience with one recent mission, Dellingr, illustrated the problem. “It was painful,”
he recalled. “We received components that, out of the box, did not work. We received
components that, when they got to a certain temperature, they would cease working. We
received components where the data sheets did not agree with them. We received
components with all kinds of issues.”
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Discussion

•
•
•

User expectations usually are easier to accommodate when identified and
incorporated into development plans for these systems
Development and distribution of the “management metadata” of the data sets may be
costed in the Business Plans
Early expectations and agreement on meeting those expectations likely will
economize the incorporation of the data sets into operational forecast models
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Do Same Standards Exist for all Data Sets

7 August Space News Newsletter had article from Small Sat Conference, Q&A with Pat
Patterson, convener of Small Sat Conference
• Dr Patterson focused on imagery and Sun-Earth interactions
• His points are good ones
• Imagery is more easily assessed in ‘eye of beholder’ than would be a global total
ozone data set
• Sun-Earth interactions measuring proton and electron fluxes and energy
distribution also simpler instruments for characterization
• My recommendations for extent of characterization and sharing of test results seems
less appropriate to imagery and certain Sun-Earth observations of this nature
• Actual data users will need to offer suggestions on utility standards for Small Sat
commercial and academic data sets offered as alternatives to typical NASA and
NOAA approaches
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Who Responsible for Data Set Verification

•
•

Seems hardware provider needs to submit Data Set Verification CONOPS
Small Sat providers (undoubtedly) prefer the Government Customer have
responsibility to verify their data set
• User agency typically not able to qualify the data sets
• NOAA as data user within Department of Commerce does advocates for
commercial development, but research users of data do not have resources
to verify commercial data sets
• Even more unrealistic to expect research users may do this multiple times
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Is there a Hybrid Position

•

•

One possible pathway may be funding line in budget for limited Government support
to preliminary data product verification - think short Confirmation Study (6 months)
• Agency may be able support 1 or 2 such actions each year if funding provided in
Agency budget
• At no exchange of funds between Government Agency and Data Provider
• If multiple data providers ready to compete for these Studies for Small Satellite
Data Verification (S3DV) then selection would be by proposal evaluations that
estimate Government resources and Data Provider commitments, and Cost
Proposal describing cost schedule
Actually, of course, none of this is official NOAA position but is talking about
approaches to some timely ideas ‘in the wind’ here in time between USU Small Sat
Conference and USU CALCON
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On the Down Side

•
•

•

Other instances of “off-loading” development of space systems from Government
management to private sector have been implemented in the recent past
JPSS once was NPOESS, with NG selected as prime contractor
• NASA EOS experience suggested that private industry could be ready to implement a
Shared System Performance Responsibility for next Civil Space mission, NPOESS
• Working as SSPR (Shared System Performance Responsibility)
• Prime funding agency was NOAA and acquisition team mainly Air Force
• Mission design not effective and finally management deteriorated to point where it was
reformulated as JPSS under NOAA with NASA as acquisition agent for both Space
and Ground Segments – crossed numerous corporate cultures
• Let’s advocate for more structure to Small Sat data provider systems to avoid some of
the problems seen in NPOESS
• Provide clear expectations from the Get-Go
OrbView2 developed largely as SSPR within Public-Private Sector Partnership
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Is there something we may agree on?

•

Conversation on this topic may be deferred to the poster section and be available
soliciting ideas on areas where I have stated questions may arise, and other areas not
yet mentioned
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